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Abstract—Security loop-holes can cost a fortune to a large enterprise organization providing e-commerce services. Meanwhile, the enterprise applications have been applied widely to simplify and generate better performance in managing the business tasks. Most of these applications (Enterprise Applications) unable to provide a high level of security due to the new daily threats specially when malicious agents entered into agent platforms and destroyed other active agents during the agent performance for client query. Meanwhile, the security issues in these applications left in the system unintentionally but are intruded intentionally. Hence, this study aims to come out with suitable solution for the existing question on how to secure and platform independent environment for the enterprise applications? By designing architecture to provide a secure and platform independent environment for agents’ communication.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The threats to security are increasing with the emergence of new technologies such as software agents. There have been many attacks in past where malicious agents entered into agent platforms and destroyed other active agents. According to Hogg et al. [7], refers to a real world scenario where malicious agent destroyed the other agents on the platform. According to the author, it will be very critical to focus on security when agents will be used for mission critical systems [3]. In that scenario, a security leak could cause a big harm [6]. Software agents will be an important part of semantic web [11]. The agents will get and understand information from different semantic constructs, for instance ontologies, Resource Description Framework (RDF) and (XML).

Therefore it is important to secure agents and other relevant technologies for safe web services. Multi-agent system is an environment where different agents collaborate to perform a specific task [5]. These kinds of systems are developed to be used in environments such as Internet to perform collaborative tasks. However, this interaction leaves agents in a vulnerable state, where malicious agent can enter to the system. For example, a malicious agent can enter in an agent platform and kill an agent that was used to perform sales. After killing that agent, this malicious agent can process the order and send the payment to wrong party.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Issues of the study are presented in section II. Section III presents the proposed architecture. Section VI shows example of the proposed Security Loop over J2MEE. The significant and the expected benefits are presented in section V. Conclusion also presented in section VI followed by the references.

II. ISSUES OF THE STUDY
There exist several techniques and frameworks for agent’s communication, but none of those provide cross-platform security [1]. For instance, to encrypt data communication between agents. In their technique both source and destination platforms must have a same cryptography algorithm. This approach negatively affects the performance agent’s communication. There are number of users around the globe using the World Wide Web and a number of agents are created by these users [1]. Therefore, in order to reduce the bottlenecks an ad-hoc based authentication is required for agent communication.

The Enterprise applications defined as platform-independent for supporting web application which written in different programming languages, building and deploying Web-based enterprise applications online [8] [11]. The J2EE platform consists of a set of services, APIs, and protocols that provide the functionality for developing multifiler, Web-based applications.

The main enterprise application features can be addressed into the following:
• Working together with the HTML based application that consists on Java Server Pages and to build the HTML web contents or other formatted data for the client.
• Provide external storage platforms’ that are transparent to the author.
• Provide database connectivity, for managing and classifying the database contents.

These technologies are the important constituents of web services. It is therefore very likely that these web services will be agent based in the near future. The success of enterprise application will highly rely on the implementation and usage of these web services. Agents can use intelligent collaborations in order to achieve global optimization while adhering to local requirements.

Figure 1 presents the J2EE communication network among its components.

The current adopting of the new technology have brought a new ideal integration for securing and simplifying the data sharing for all components of enterprise applications [9]. The elements of enterprise application which can be possibly configured within the container as stated in Figure 2 the following:

- HTML, JSP, Servlets and other static binaries which are accessed via a browser-based client.
- Regular non-browser applications, both Java-based and otherwise, which can access enterprise application components like EJBs directly.
- Enterprise services like, messaging/EAI, Data repositories, third-party enterprise application - based products, etc. which needs to accept and verify credentials seamlessly.

III. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

As known, the representing and accessing of the web contents among platforms are determined to be a more recent innovation; most of this representation involves the use of other techniques such as (RDF, XML, and Ontology web language OWL) these technologies works together to link systems together. Enterprise application platform independent facing several security problems in data sharing and accessing which enable web services to work across low level of security. However, the communication process in these platforms (Enterprise application) from the client to the service uses certain technology that helps to translate the client data and assign its security level based XML as the common language. This allows one application to call the services of another application over the network by sending an XML message to it.

Thus, our proposed architecture will be more efficient in a way that there is no need for encrypted agent’s communication, which reduces the processing and communication time. Also our proposed architecture will be platform independent because there is no need to maintain standards for cross-platform agents’ communication security.

In a pervasive environment, trust can be used for collaboration among devices. Trust can be computed automatically without user interference on the basis of direct and indirect communication [2]. In the direct communication or observation mode the device user’s interaction history is considered. For this purpose a trust value is assigned to each identity in the trust database [12]. There exist some formulas such as (Observations and recommendations) that use to calculate the single trust value for the user on the basis of observations and recommendations [2].

This study will apply the recommendations technique which aims to specify a degree of trust for each person in the network, for automating trust, which is also called indirect communication [4]. Therefore the observation and recommendation are used together to generate a trust value for a user. Given a user trust value, a trust category is assigned to user with a value of low, medium or high. The trust values should be regularly monitored because when a new recommendation is received new trust value is compared with its old value and trust database is updated by the enterprise application services for single and multi accessing which operate the use access accordingly.

Fig 2. The security process in enterprise application
Recommendations are another method of automating trust, which is also called indirect communication [16].

Therefore the observation is used together to generate a trust value for a user. Given a user trust value, a trust category is assigned to user with a value of low, medium or high. The access rights distribution is performed on the basis of the category value. The trust values should be regularly monitored because when a new recommendation is received new trust value is compared with its old value and trust database is updated by update trust category accordingly.

Figure 3 and 4 presents the type of trust over enterprise applications which model the logical relationship between the nodes. These nodes will be classified into several groups such as:

- Process Request Group: A request for a service group composed of nodes, node I and node n.
- Register Level Group Provider Group: to provide a service in the network of nodes that comprises the group, as these nodes share certain files, or the provision of certain goods purchases.
- Trust Level Group: trust nodes that comprise the group, node m1, node m2 and node m3.
- Save trust nodes Group: trust network, trust in other nodes on the path formed by the agent.

In Figure 5 an agent for registration level outside the environment sends a request to server for registration, server registers it with the lowest security level. With the passage of time the agent becomes more trustworthy based on observations and recommendations.

Delegation is the most important feature in our proposed mechanism through which an agent can delegate set of its rights to another agent for specific period of time. In summary of the whole discussion, we proposed a multi-layered security level mechanism whereby an agent enters in the environment with a low level of security and achieves the higher level of security as it survives in the environment.

The expected benefits from the proposed security architecture can be determined the following:

- Manage user access by level or authority: this could be done by allowing administrators or trusted clients to access and share the information across platform based on the retrieved recommendation. Furthermore, this feature will help to assigns different authorities to different administrators based on specific levels that identified by agent.

- Determine the Client behavior: Moreover, the proposed architecture can be capable of customizing the client behaviors based on the security policy contents that over legal clients to use its services and guard against unauthorized use.

- Provide a High reliability: Adopting agent systems will helps to simplify the communication performance between client and server.
VI. CONCLUSION

This study aimed to provide a reliable architecture for increasing the security level based on recommendation method. Meanwhile, the best way for representing and organizing the security for all web resources based platform involves the use of a centralized, identity-centric web security system along with a certain language for translating the client request into understandable order based policy enforcement point. Finally, this study was succeeded to determine the working process of enterprise application platform among web services; also expected benefits were reported in term of the adopting of agent technology and recommendation method for assigning the security level for the clients.
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